The isothermal hot compression behavior of new Ti-Fe-B (named as TF400) alloy was investigated in the temperature range of 750-950 °C and strain rate range from 0.01 to 10 s −1 with the maximum height reduction of 60% by using a Gleeble 3800 thermal simulator. By considering the effect of strain via variable material parameters, a modified constitutive model was proposed to accurately predict the flow stress. The predicted results demonstrate that the flow stress decreases with the increase of temperature while it increases as the strain rate increases, in good agreement with the present experimental results. A mechanistic understanding of plastic deformation behavior in the TF400 alloys was developed by inspecting the microstructural characteristics prior to and after deformations. Dynamic recrystallization and dynamic transformation were found to be the dominant restoration mechanism during the hot deformation process.
Introduction
Titanium alloys have a wide range of applications owing to its low density, high strength and good corrosion resistance. However, wider applications of titanium alloys have been restricted due to their high cost and poor workability. Much effort has been made to reduce the manufacturing costs of titanium and titanium alloys [1] [2] [3] . Fe is a cheap and abundant element in the earth's crust and is among those key alloying elements for efficient solid solution strengthening [4] [5] [6] . In titanium alloys, Fe could be added as the β stabilizer in order to improve the tensile strength and enhance the workability without clear loss of the fracture toughness [7] [8] [9] [10] . By now, the mechanical properties of Fe-containing Ti alloys, e.g., Ti-6Al-4V-xFe (x = 0.18-0.55%) alloys, were found to meet some important industrial needs [11] . The preliminary work of our research group [12] learned that Ti-Fe alloy could have the similar strength with steel, but possesses much higher corrosion resistance than that of steel. So, it may have potential to replace steel in some industrial and marine fields. However, Ti-based alloys containing Fe as one of the main alloying elements deserve more systematic experimental explorations and mechanistic understandings.
In recent years, the combination of the physical simulation of the Gleeble thermal simulator and the constitutive model has emerged as an efficient tool to investigate the hot deformation behavior of titanium alloys, more specifically, the flow behavior was first measured by the Gleeble thermal simulator, and was then modeled by using the constitutive equation [13] [14] [15] . By doing this, it allows for the examination of the deformation behavior of Ti alloys to create a knowledge-oriented materials design and optimization of the processing parameters. To describe the flow behavior of different materials, the constitutive equation has been solved in three distinct forms, i.e., physical based constitutive model (PBC) [16] [17] [18] , phenomenological constitutive model (PLC) [19] [20] [21] , and artificial neural network (ANN) [22] [23] [24] . The PLC constitutive equation is effective in predicting the flow stress [25, 26] , wherein the Arrhenius model is conventionally used to relate the strain rate to flow stress and temperature [27] [28] [29] [30] . The PLC constitutive equation could be powered by including the contribution of strain in the Arrhenius model to predict the flow behavior of such alloy systems as the austenitic stainless [31] and Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy [32] .
In essence, the understanding of the flow behavior of titanium alloys in hot deformation process is not straightforward, which is largely governed and complicated by their microstructure attributes [33, 34] . Therefore, inspecting the microstructures prior to and after the deformation for comparison is prerequisite to a full mechanistic understanding of Ti-Fe alloys. It is well known that during the conventional hot deformation process, titanium alloys usually have dynamic recovery (DRV) and dynamic recrystallization (DRX), bringing about the evolution of microstructure of alloys [35] [36] [37] . Considerable researches were conducted to elaborate the change of flow stress with deformation temperature during DRV and DRX [38] [39] [40] . Yang et al. [41] investigated the microstructural evolution with different Zener-Hollomon (H-Z) parameters for TiAlNb alloys. Accordingly, the objectives of this paper are to experimentally investigated the hot deformation behavior of new Ti-Fe alloys by the Gleeble physical simulator, and to model the effect of strain rates and temperature on the flow stress by using the modified constitutive equation, and to develop a mechanistic understanding of plastic deformation behavior in Ti-Fe alloys by inspecting the microstructural evolution.
Materials and Experimental Procedures
A new alloy with the nominal composition of Ti-3Fe-0.1B (wt.%) was prepared from sponge titanium (grade 0), pure iron (99.8 wt.%), and Fe-B master alloy (99.9 wt.%). Boron was added here for grain refining. The raw ingots of 1 kg were prepared approximately at 1700 °C by vacuum suspension induction melting with a water-cooled copper crucible under the protection of argon gas atmosphere. In order to obtain a homogeneous composition of the alloy, the induction melting was repeated six times. The chemical composition was determined by using inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (Agilent 5110, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The corresponding results are shown in Table 1 . The tensile strength of the bulk samples was previously determined to be around 400 MPa, thereafter, the alloy was named as TF400. The samples for microstructure observation were prepared by using mechanical polishing and chemical etching in the Kroll's reagent. The microstructure was examined respectively by optical microscopy (OM: ZEISS, A1M, Jena, Germany), scanning electron microscope (SEM) and transmission electron microscope (TEM: JEM2100F, Jeol, Tokyo, Japan). A twin-jet electrolyzing polisher was used to generate the foil for TEM with 30 mL perchloric acid + 170 mL butanol + 300 mL methanol as the electrolyte. The representative microstructure of cast TF400 alloys is shown in Figure  1a , exhibiting a representative basket-weave or Widmanstätten microstructure. It consists of 80% lamellar α phase and 20% β phase with the average size of lamellar α colony being around 4.2 μm, as shown in Figure 1b . By the different scanning calorimetry test by Netzsch DIL-402C (Selb, Germany) (see Figure 1c ), the temperature of β transus was measured to be 854 °C.
Cylindrical samples for hot compression tests were 8.0mm in diameter and 12.0mm in height. The isothermal compression experiments were carried out by the a Gleeble 3800 (Poestenkill, NY, USA) thermal simulator at deformation temperatures from 750 to 950 °C with the interval 50 °C (covering both α+β and β phase field) and strain rates from 0.01 to 10 s −1 . According to Figure 1d , the temperature covers both α+β and β phase fields; the composition of this new TF400 alloy is highlighted in red. All specimens were heated up to the corresponding deformation temperature with a heating rate of 10 °C·s −1 and held for 5 min in order to eliminate the effect of local temperature difference before deformation. After hot deformation with height reduction of 70%, the specimens were immediately quenched into water to retain the deformed microstructure at high temperature.
Metallographic examination was conducted on the specimens parallel to the compression axis. 
Results
The stress-strain curves of TF400 alloy with the microstructure of α+β phase at 800 °C and single β-phase at 900 °C are shown in Figures 2a and 2b , respectively, in a signature shape of conventional titanium alloys with basket-weave microstructure.
It is noteworthy to mention that a decrease followed the peak of the stress, and it only happened in 800 °C in Figure 2a . This flow softening phenomenon was named as dynamic transformation during the harder α progressively giving its way to the softer β. As pointed out by Koike et al. [42] and Jonas et al. [43] , the dynamic transformation took place when the temperature is below the β transus, and the driving force for such transformation is the difference of the flow stress between the work hardened α at the critical stress and the yield stress of the fresh β phase that takes its place [44, 45] . It is a different situation for curves under 900 °C, as shown in Figure 2b -the flow stress abruptly increased to the peak stress arising from work hardening, and it was followed by a gradual decrease (i.e., flow softening) due to the dynamic recovery and dynamic recrystallization, and in a final stage, the balance was reached between working hardening and dynamic softening with the large strain that led to a plateau of stress. It is also noticed that the higher temperature or the lower strain rate at which the deformations were performed, lower flow stress occurred, owing to the enhanced movement and annihilation of dislocations by raising the temperature or elongated time
for energy accumulation at the low strain rate, respectively. Figure 3 illustrates in detail the decrease of the peak stress of TF400 alloy with increasing the deformation temperatures and decreasing the strain rates, with the largest and smallest peak stresses being 195.3 MPa at 750 °C 10 s −1 and 21.8 MPa at 950 °C 0.01 s −1 , respectively. 
Discussion

Constitutive Equation with Zener-Hollomon Parameter
The flow behavior during hot deformation processing of TF400 alloy could be described and modeled by the constitutive equation. In the constitutive model, the Zener-Hollomon parameter Z is widely used and expressed in an exponential formula, i.e.,
where R is the gas constant (8.3145 J·mol −1 K −1 ), T is the absolute temperature (K), is the strain rate (s −1 ), and Q is the activation energy (kJ·mol −1 ). It hence yields an Arrhenius relation between the temperature, strain rate and flow stress, i.e., = ( )exp(− ).
where A1, A2, A3, β, n1, n, and α (=β/n1) are material constants. As the extraction of the steady state stress is not straightforward and is subjected to large uncertainty associated with such affecting factors as adiabatic heating, the peak stress σp is chosen is this work. Substituting the peak stress in Equation (3) (4) (5) and taking it natural logarithm, it reads
The parameters β and n1 could be obtained by linear regression fitting to the σp− ln έ relation (Equation (6)) and ln σp− ln έ (Equation (7)), respectively, likewise, n and lnA3 are from the fitting to ln[sinh(ασ)] − ln έ (Equation (8)). The fitted line plots are illustrated in Figure 4 , indicating that a linear relation of fitting is clearly adequate. Taking partial derivative to Equation (6) (7) (8) , with respect to the stress while holding the strain constant, it reads
By applying a fitting scheme with the peak stress, Equation (9-11) allows the activation energy of deformation Q to be extracted at different temperatures and strain rates [46] ; see example plots in Figure 5 . It was found that the variation of the extracted activation energies of hot deformation with the conditions is minor, leading to an average Q of 387.77 kJ·mol −1 . As the activation energy Q of the deformation has been derived from Equation (9-11), substituting it to Equation (1) will yield Z. It is in Figure 6 that the curves of lnZ are plotted versus σp, ln σp and ln sinh(ασp), respectively. The solid lines were calculated by using the average Q = 387.77 kJ·mol −1 as the baseline. Figure 6 shows that the hyperbolic sine equation has an appropriate linear relation and the highest adjusted R 2 , together with the corresponding material constants and the fitted parameters in Table 2 , the relation between Z and σp could be derived as = 333160 = 9.38 × 10 × ℎ 0.013 . . 
Variable Material Parameters in Constitutive Equation
As pointed out by Cai et al. [32] and Luo et al. [47] the strain ε could have a significant influence on flow stress at higher temperature as well, it will be thus helpful to consider it in the constitutive equation. As demonstrated in Figure 4 
Expressing the variable material parameters M, N and P in the seven-degree polynomials in the strain (see Table 3 ), it enables an excellent description of the material parameters varying with the true strain of the TF400 alloy under all different deformation conditions, as shown in Figure 7 . The modified multivariable constitutive model has been utilized to predict the flow stresses of TF400 alloys with different microstructures, i.e., α+β at 800 °C and β at 900 °C at different strain rates in Figure 8 , see the red symbols at different strains during the compression. As can be seen, the agreement between the experimental and predicted stress values is good, especially at low strain rates. In addition, the correlation coefficient (R) and average absolute relative error (AARE) have been applied to describe the error distribution analysis, i.e.,
where Ei is the experimental value and Pi is the predictive values of flow stress, _ and _ refer to arithmetic mean of all values of E and P, respectively. Figure 9 shows the correlation between the experimental and predicted flow stress values, where R is 0.983 and AARE is 8.29%, confirming the good agreement between them. 
Processing Map of New TF400 Alloy
The processing map based on dynamic material model (DMM) has been widely constructed to analyze the deformation mechanism and understand the microstructure under different deformation conditions. According to the DMM, the workpiece subjected to thermal deformation is considered as a nonlinear dissipater of power, and the instantaneous power dissipates at a given strain rate consists of two complementary parts: a temperature rise generated by plastic deformation and microstructural change. The strain rate sensitivity of flow stress, a measure of the softening of alloys, can be obtained from the power law and expressed in the following equation,
(a) (b)
where m is the rate sensitivity, σ is the flow stress (MPa), έ is the strain rate (s −1 ), ε is the strain, and the power dissipation efficiency η is a dimensionless parameter, i.e., the ratio of the nonlinear power dissipation to a linear dissipater in the workpiece. The strain rate sensitivity m reaches the maximum in case when the linear dissipator is ideal. The power dissipation map can be thus established by expressing the variation of η with temperature and strain rate. It is in the power dissipation map that different microstructural mechanisms are correlated with different values of η, for specific, the higher value of η of the domains, the more favorable condition for hot deformation. By contrast, the regime of flow instability could be determined by the Prasad instability criterion. The criterion is expressed by a dimensionless parameter instability ξ(έ), i.e.,
The parameter ξ(έ) generates an instability map, and by superimposing with the power dissipation map, it constitutes the processing map. Consequently, the superimposed processing map allows to classify the safe domain and unsafe domain during hot working. Figure 10 displays the processing map of the TF400 alloy under the temperature range of 750-950 °C and strain rate of 0.01~10 s −1 at the strain of 0.8. The number on the contour represents the efficiency of power dissipation η and the shadow regions are the instability region where the value of ξ is negative. It apparently shows an obvious increase in η from 0.35 to 0.4 at 850 °C, a temperature close to the β transus 854 °C. The map also confirms a domain of β phase microstructure is favorable to hot deformation. This is because the β structures have more slip systems that make the hot deformation easier. It learns from Figure 10 that the safe domain is at strain rate lower than 1 s −1 at all the temperatures tested in this work. The stability domain with the maximum η value of TF400 alloy occurs at temperature range of 895-950 °C and the strain rate range of 0.01-0.03 s −1 , that provides the preferential processing parameters in the working process. One small shaded domain was noticed at the region of 820-880 °C and 1-10 s −1 to meet the instability processing condition. 
Microstructure Evolution
As shown in Figure 11 , the microstructures of the deformed TF400 samples were composed of a large amount of recrystallized β grains with the average size about 50 μm, and the inset shows martensite α' in β. In Figure 11b , a great number of acicular martensite α' were formed, where the original coarse β grain boundaries were remarkably broken by the deformation and the original lamellar α phases disappeared. The TEM graphs of the α+β two-phase structures are shown in Figure 12(a,b) . High density of dislocation pile-up and tangles was shown in these images, and the evolution of dislocation substructures can be identified as: high density dislocation→ subgrain→ DRX grain. Once dislocations accumulate and reach a certain extent (as called the critical strain), the nucleation and growth of DRX nucleus will occur. Moreover, with the increasing strain, the increased deformation storage energy provides larger driving force for the movement of dislocation and the migration of boundaries, leading to a distinct increase of DRX degree [48, 49] . The high density of dislocation tangles can be seen in Figure 12b . It was also observed that there are some subgrain boundaries, where the dislocation climbing and sliding was created up the dislocation walls. In addition, Lin et al. [50] found the subgrain boundaries can absorb dislocations and lead the low-angle grain boundaries, transforming into the high-angle grain boundaries. Figure 12(c,d) show the TEM micrograph of the deformed TF400 in the single β-phase. Due to the higher deformation temperature, it was easier for the dislocations to cross grain boundaries, thus leading to more nucleation [51] . In addition, the critical strain for the operation of DRX decreases with increasing temperature, so DRX nucleation took place more readily and the amount of DRX increased as well. As seen in Figure 12d , the DRX grain size tended to increase, which was attributed to the enhanced grain boundary mobility from a decreasing solute-element drag effect [52] . Moreover, almost no DRV was found during the whole process. By thoroughly inspecting and comparing the microstructures prior to and after the deformation, it can be concluded that the dynamic recrystallization is the main restoration mechanism of flow softening during the entire deformation process. 
Conclusions
The hot deformation behavior of the TF400 alloy was investigated in the temperature range of 750-950 °C and the strain rate range of 0.01-10 s −1 by using Gleeble 3800 thermal simulator, and the corresponding microstructures prior to and after the deformations were characterized. The following conclusions were drawn: 1. The flow stress of the TF400 alloys was proven to be sensitive to the deformation temperature and the strain rate. Representative features of work hardening at small strain and flow softening rates were exhibited at all the stress-strain curves. The flow stress decreases with the increase of temperature and increases as the strain rate increases. 2. The stress-strain curves under distinct experimental conditions were modelled by using the constitutive equation. To allow the material variables M, N and P changing with the strain, the constitutive equation was modified to represent the observed effect of strain rates and temperature on the flow stress. The deformation activation energy Q was 387.77 kJ/mol. 3. The processing map was constructed, indicating that the safe domain occurs at the temperature range of 895-950 °C and strain rate range of 0.01-0.03 s −1 and the instability domain locates at 820-880 °C and 1-10 s −1 . It also confirms a preferential domain with the β microstructure for hot deformation, which was largely stabilized by the alloying element Fe in the TF400 alloy. 4. A mechanistic understanding of plastic deformation behavior in the TF400 alloys was enriched by thoroughly inspecting the microstructural characteristics prior to and after deformations. High-density dislocation pile-up and tangles were observed at α+β phase regions; however, the dislocation density, as well as the flow stress, decreased as the temperature raised to a single βphase region. High dislocation density was also observed in the low temperature and high strain rate domain, resulting in high flow stress. It is believed that the dynamic recrystallization and dynamic transformation were the main restoration mechanisms of flow softening during the entire deformation process.
